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Chips Installation
Acoustical Tiles

Tools Needed

The installation suggestions consist of common procces for installing wall panels. Installers should rely upon their own 
professional experience and understanding of their unique requirements to be the best guide to a successful installation.

Pattern panels would look best if installed according to instructions as well as having no gaps between ends or rows.

- Bar level or laser level
- Chalk line
- Tape Measure
- Construction Adhesive
- Utility knife and blades

Items Provided
- Tiles (Chips)  
- Double-sided Adhesive
- Construction Adhesive (needed for overlapping design)

Installation Instructions

-  Inspect the material. Subtle color and texture variations even within the same tile are a normal aspect of this product. It
is advisable to inspect for these irregularities and plan the layout accordingly making sure to evenly disperse any minor
color variation. 

- Clean the work surface. It should be smooth, dry and dust free to allow the best possible adhesion. 

- Use 3M Double Sided Mounting Strips included.

- Apply the double sided adhesive strips to the clear plastic installation strips on the backside of the tile. Apply adequate
 pressure to secure the tape to the tile. 

- Remove the backer.

- Start your wall application with the middle tile. Use the bar level or laser level to determine a base level line for your first
horizontal course. This line will set the level for the entire installation so it is most important to get this right. Consider 
whether you will be starting from top to bottom or vise-versa. 

- Repeat the process for all tiles to complete the installation.

Tiles Overlapping Each Other (Refer to Drawing 1.B)

-  Inspect the material. Subtle color and texture variations even within the same tile are a normal aspect of this product. It
is advisable to inspect for these irregularities and plan the layout accordingly making sure to evenly disperse any minor
color variation. 

- Clean the work surface. It should be smooth, dry and dust free to allow the best possible adhesion. 

- Use the bar level or laser level to determine a base level line for your first horizontal course. This line will set the level for
the entire installation so it is most important to get this right. Consider whether you will be starting from top to bottom or 
vise-versa. 

- Tiles are applied according to the overlapping pattern desired. Begin, to generously apply the construction adhesive to the 
tile portion that would make direct contact with wall surface. Secure the first tile with thin small nails while the adhesive 
dries. Continue the same procedure with the top tiles. Apply the construction adhesive to the back of the tiles which would 
overlap with the bottom tile. Secure the top tiles with thin small nails while the adhesive dries. Once all tiles are completly 
dried and adhesed to wall/other tiles, nails can be removed. 

- Repeat the process for every layer of tiles to complete the installation.

**We highly reccomend to use heavy duty constructive adhesive due to the weight overlapping creates.



Drawing 1.A - Tiles attached straight to Wall 

Drawing 1.B - Tiles Overlapping Each Other


